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 CLIENT: EAMES INSTITUTE    



Alpha Kilo is a full service communications 
agency with a global footprint. We work 
strategically with category leaders and cultural 
game changers in art, design, fashion, 
hospitality, lifestyle, luxury, and travel sectors. 

Our relationships run deep across industries 
and sectors. Rather than focus on one silo of 
media, we work closely with our clients to create 
compelling narratives that speak to our culture 
today and resonate globally. 

We are connectors, storytellers, strategists, and 
publicists.

About



Testimonials
“Throughout my experience working with Alpha Kilo, due 

to the close nature of our work, I was able to gain deep 
insight into the team’s creativity, strategic thinking, and 
success-driven outcomes. Not to mention their ability to 

display unique grace under pressure. They were 
collaborative in their approach, considering our goals and 

desired outcomes at each turn, while actively developing a 
multitude of story angles for various media silos. We were 
able to achieve over 100 pieces of international coverage 
including The New York Times, The Telegraph (London), 

Wallpaper*, CNN, and Architectural Digest.”
- PAOLA ANTONELLI, SENIOR CURATOR, MUSEUM OF 

MODERN ART (MoMA)

“Alpha Kilo is a group of talented, dynamic, responsive 
individuals. I’ve worked with them in various capacities - 
collaborator, journalist, consultant - and am repeatedly 
impressed at their approach, which is simultaneously 

personal and professional. In our rapidly changing world 
of communications, they understand how to be relevant 

for a diverse group of clients. They have a knack for 
finding, bringing out and telling stories, building  

excellent relationships and developing meaningful 
communication strategies as a result. I never hesitate to 
recommend them to anyone I work with who is seeking 
intelligent guidance in the realm of communications.” 

- HUGO MACDONALD, CONTRIBUTOR - WALLPAPER*, 
MONOCLE; CURATOR, BRAND SPECIALIST

The creative team behind Alpha Kilo has hit the 
bullseye, successfully creating an unusually dynamic PR 
agency. Their business acumen and industry experience 

along with their curious desire to look at the future, 
makes them a harbinger of what’s coming next. 

- TERESA HERRERO, ELLE DECOR SPAIN, EDITOR IN CHIEF

“As a journalist who has dealt with dozens of communications 
teams, I've learned there are three kinds: fine ones, that can 
tell you a compelling story about what their client is doing; 
great ones, that can tell you fifteen; and then there are teams 
like Alpha Kilo – exceptional ones that actually help you 
understand their client's motives, and help you understand 
them as a part of a zoomed out conversation. From that, a 
million stories can flow.” 
- DAVID MICHON, EDITOR & PRODUCER, ACNE STUDIOS, IKEA, 

NZZ, MONOCLE 



Who We Are



Inspired by 
Challenge



Exceptional 
Storytellers



Citizens of the 
World



Authentic, 
Passionate,
Productive



Idea-driven 
Collaborators



 CLIENT: TRIENNALE MILANO   



Our Superpowers

Global 
Viewpoint

Highly
Personalized

Creative & 
Strategic Thinkers

Results 
Driven
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PR Services

Brand & Communications Strategy

Executive Communications

International Media Relations

Messaging Workshops

Global Brand Partnerships

Creative Placemaking

Speech Writing

Social Media Strategy

Visual Content



PR Case Studies



BRIEF: To launch a new-to-market single malt Scotch brand, 
Mortlach, for Diageo North America; drive discovery, build 
audience, and grow faster in NA than Macallan

WHAT WE DID: Alpha Kilo dug into Mortlach’s origins and 
created a design-forward launch strategy that authentically 
connected Mortlach’s roots with luxury and design-minded 
HNW audiences. Alpha Kilo concepted and launched the 
Mortlach By Design campaign for DIAGEO whereby we 
collaborated with six renowned designers to create a 
bespoke work that emulates the brand values and defines 
the spirit. Through a series of thoughtful and elevated 
experiential events, press trips, and media partnerships, 
Alpha Kilo re-launched Mortlach to North America to great 
acclaim - amassing community and media coverage along the 
way. 

DIAGEO | Mortlach



457 MIL
Audience Reached

820
New Consumers 

Sampled

1200%
YOY Press Coverage Gain

with 52 media hits

Mortlach Results | 2022





BRIEF: To globally launch the Eames Institute, a new cultural 
institution, an entirely digital entity, dedicated to the legacy of 
Ray and Charles Eames

WHAT WE DID: To strike a balance of utilizing the exciting 
material of the Institute archives, knowing that the exhibitions 
would be digital-only for the foreseeable future, we planned 
various touch points throughout the year where people could 
experience both the works and the personalities of the Institute 
in person. In April 2022, we hosted a 95 person dinner at the 
Eames Ranch, the home of Llisa Demetrios, the Institute’s Chief 
Curator and Ray and Charles Eames’ granddaughter. The guest 
list included founders, entrepreneurs, journalists, and creatives 
from the technology, media, and fashion industries. In May, 
during NYCxDesign, we partnered with Herman Miller and took 
over their showroom windows with an exhibit, organized a talk 
with Llisa, and hosted an exclusive press breakfast. 

EAMES INSTITUTE



156 MIL
Audience Reached

271 MIL
Unique Viewers Monthly

66
Global Coverage Hits

Eames Institute Launch Results | 2022





BRIEF: Launch Airbnb’s internal design studio without 
disclosing proprietary information; promote sustainable tourism 
for Airbnb to counter public policy issues of over-tourism in 
cities

WHAT WE DID: Alpha Kilo concepted an idea to use Kenya 
Hara’s House Vision exhibition as a platform to launch Samara, 
giving insight on how the future-focused design studio 
functioned. Furthermore, A-K briefed the team to give the 
project a life beyond the event itself, maximising the marketing 
budget invested to give it a sustainable life cycle. Following the 
exhibition in Tokyo, Yoshino Cedar House was moved to the 
Nara District, where it became a bookable Airbnb that is 
maintained by the village, that also functions as a community 
center. Proceeds earned from guests who visit are used to 
strengthen the cultural legacy and future of the area, which has 
struggled with urban migration and aging population.

AIRBNB | Yoshino Cedar House



7.38 BIL
Online Audience

248
Media Placements 

$750K
Economic Impact for the 

city of Yoshino 
estimated over 5 years

Airbnb | Yoshino Cedar House Results





Events



 CLIENT: SAVILE ROW   



Experiential 
Marketing



Public Events



Private Client 
Dinners



Corporate 
Experiences



Our Event Services

Experience Consultation

Event Strategy & Concept

Event Production

Budget Planning

Supplier Management

Guest List & Audience 

Sponsorships

Event Management

Graphic Design & Collateral

Timeline Coordination



Event Case Studies



BRIEF: Increase footfall on Savile Row; Create public event 
that offers media opportunities for the Row

WHAT WE DID: Alpha Kilo brought the famed Concours 
d’Elegance to Savile Row for the first time in history. A-K 
negotiated a contract between our client and the organisers 
as well as worked with Westminster Council on the street 
closure. The two day takeover of the street was opened to 
the public to view the collection of both collectible and 
concept cars, with programming and events for VIPs and 
private guests in the renowned tailoring houses. More than 
30 world-class cars were displayed along the street, and 
the tailors opened late, hosting talks with key figures from 
the worlds of tailoring and automotive design that 
highlighted the shared craftsmanship of the two worlds, 
whilst live music was played on the streets. 

Public Event | Savile Row Concours



310 MIL
Online Audience

140%
increase in average footfall

Over the two days

2 Awards
Spectacle of the Year - 

2022 Royal Automobile Club Historic Award

Rising Star - Events
Historic Motoring Awards

Inaugural Savile Row Concours Results





BRIEF: Global launch of the limited edition release of 
Mortlach 30YO, driving brand awareness, social media 
engagement, and gravitas

WHAT WE DID: Alpha Kilo brought together media, 
VHNWI, designers and influencers to an immersive dinner 
and after party in New York City. We brought Diorama 
Studio onboard to create an immersive animation that led 
guests through a conceptual journey of Mortlach’s complex 
2.81 distillation, that led to ready-made shareable content 
to post on social channels. Further social content was 
generated as artist Matthew Placek was engaged to take 
polaroids at the event which were digitally scanned and 
shared with guests the following day. The guests who 
shared the scan on social media received the signed artist 
original.

Experiential Marketing | Mortlach 
30YO Global Launch



3.6 MIL
Online Audience

655K
Social Media Impressions

200+
Consumers Sampled

Mortlach 30YO Global Launch 





BRIEF: To launch Diageo’s private client business in the USA 
with a goal of building an audience of VHNWI for the Rare & 
Exceptional program, solely for qualified collectors

WHAT WE DID: To achieve the brief set forth, Alpha Kilo 
concepted the idea of doing a series of intimate dinners with 
Very High Net Worth Individuals (5MIL+ net worth). In order to 
engage in a meaningful and elevated way, we partnered with 
VHNW co-hosts in which they would invite their friends and 
colleagues for an unforgettable dinner and experience. The 
inaugural dinner was hosted on Nantucket; for guests without 
a property on the island, we flew them up via private from 
New York City. Further co-hosts included former White House 
Social Secretary Desirée Rogers who invited a group of female 
business leaders from Chicago and Andy Baraghani who 
hosted personal friends in the backyard of his Bellport home to 
celebrate the launch of his new cookbook.

Private Dinners | Diageo Prima & Ultima



3.56 BIL
Online Audience

470
VHNWI Introductions Made

82
Verified Collectors 

for the Rare & Exceptional 
program over 3 months

Prima & Ultima Private Dinners 





Brand Partnerships



BRIEF: Introduce Harry’s to a new audience beyond razors on 
the page; highlight the design-led aspect of the four core pillars 
of the business

WHAT WE DID: Alpha Kilo concepted a strategy to build 
awareness of their product lines and processes within the 
global design community, increasing brand recognition and 
driving sales for the unique limited edition projects and beyond. 
As part of this strategy, Alpha Kilo introduced the brand to 
world renowned designer, Tom Dixon, with whom they 
developed a limited edition handle collection. Together they 
concepted The Razor Bar, which featured a co-designed 
barbershop inspired by the rituals around self-care and brought 
Harry’s design ethos to life in a unique way. The popularity of 
the build-your-own razor table led Harry’s and Tom Dixon 
Studio to translate this concept into a limited-edition handle 
collection, which was launched for Holiday and quickly sold 
out.

Harry’s x Tom Dixon



78.7 MIL
Online Audience 

5K
Razors made and 

SOLD OUT in one month

31
Global Coverage Hits

Harry’s x Tom Dixon | London Design Festival



https://www.creativereview.co.uk/harrys-lgbt-creatives-pride/
https://www.designboom.com/design/tom-dixon-multi-sensory-lab-london-design-festival-09-17-2019/
https://aninteriormag.com/harrys-tom-dixon/
https://www.adweek.com/commerce/harrys-debuts-its-2020-shave-with-pride-set-to-celebrate-lgbtq-creatives/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/37j5jn4xqwecwhs/Business%20of%20Fashion%2C%20June%202020%20.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/07/31/mystery-item-harrys-graphic-design-packaging/
https://www.elledecoration.co.uk/design/g28976648/best-design-at-london-design-festival/
https://www.essentialhommemag.com/a-look-at-tom-dixons-office-during-london-design-week/
https://www.azuremagazine.com/article/gift-guide-2020-13-top-picks-for-design-enthusiasts/
https://www.wallpaper.com/lifestyle/harrys-shaving-jose-roda-pride-month-2019
https://www.disegnodaily.com/article/harry-s-launches-design-focused-pride-campaign
https://www.standard.co.uk/shopping/esbest/gadgets-tech/best-gifts-for-men-b854279.html
https://www.graymag.com/post/top-shelf-status-high-design-beauty
https://www.designweek.co.uk/issues/29-june-5-july/pride-2020-design/
https://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/harrys-design-with-pride-illustration-digital-sponsored-content-250620
https://www.debate.com.mx/cdmx/Comunidad-LGBTQ-requiere-mayores-oportunidades-20200628-0027.html
https://www.frameweb.com/article/our-london-design-festival-2019-preview-early-favourites
https://www.dropbox.com/s/uly45t9g371x3lw/Harry%27s_Courier_The%20Design%20Issue%20Aug_Sept%2019.pdf?dl=0
https://www.damnmagazine.net/2019/10/17/london-design-festival-brexit-consolation/
https://www.vogue.com.au/vogue-living/design/19-highlights-from-london-design-festival-2019/image-gallery/3b651e65f508c4106573dd0cc6176e4b


BRIEF: Huntsman Savile Row is a heritage luxury brand that specialises 
in bespoke tailoring. While their clients tend to be from the upper 
echelons of the luxury market, the brand is keen to maintain modern 
relevance and attract an aspirational following that will convert into 
future clients. As they do not keep to the traditional fashion schedules 
of S/S and A/W, Alpha Kilo’s brief is to create a steady drumbeat of 
press coverage and brand engagement which we achieve through 
partnerships, competitions, activations, and events.

WHAT WE DID: In one such partnership that achieved the ask, Alpha 
Kilo concepted and brokered the creation and launch of the Jo Malone x 
Huntsman, Jo Malone London’s first collection of scents exclusively for 
men. The perfect pairing of scents and style, the collaboration brings 
together four refined fragrances, tailored to the modern man - and at a 
more accessible price point than a fully bespoke suit. The perfect 
conversion point for future Huntsman. With press events in NYC, 
London, and LA, the collaboration proved so successful it has led to 
further products being developed including a candle which launched 
last year and further products now in the pipeline.

Huntsman x Jo Malone



$1MIL
In Worldwide Sales

of Huntsman Fragrances

40%
Of Global Sales from

Huntsman Whisky & Cedarwood
Most Popular Scent in all Regions

Huntsman x Jo Malone

5.5 MIL
Online Audience



In Worldwide Sales
of Huntsman 
Fragrances



Thank you!


